Perception necessitates interaction amongst neuronal ensembles, the dynamics of which can be 12 conceptualized as the emergent behavior of coupled dynamical systems. Likewise, the variability 13 in perception can be explained to emerge from the modulation of interactions within the 14 underlying neural dynamical system. Employing this framework, we explain the inter-individual 15 variability in McGurk effectwherein illusory sound is perceived when presented with certain 16 semantically-incongruent audio-visual (AV) syllables. We computed global coherence to capture 17 the cortical dynamics in the electroencephalogram (EEG) signals while the participants with 18 varying McGurk susceptibility perceived congruent and incongruent McGurk-AV syllables. We 19 observed that McGurk susceptibility was negatively correlated to participants' alpha band global 20 coherence. Our neurobiologically-realistic dynamical model attributed the decrease in alpha band 21 coherence to extremely weak direct auditory(A)-visual(V) coupling that were then validated by 22 source connectivity analysis among constituent cortical generators of neural activity. Overall, we 23 provide a link between functional metrics and underlying neurophysiological mechanisms. 24 25 Neurobiologically realistic dynamical models of perception have provided attractive explanation 26
Introduction
individuals that could influence the objective behavioral and neural estimates.
Figure 1
Pipeline of the study: We address an ongoing challenge of characterizing the neural mechanisms that govern the variability during multisensory speech perception. Employing the McGurk paradigm, we identify the neural signatures of the variability in the global coherence metric. We then turn to test our hypothesis -'dynamic and preferential coupling between sensory specific and multisensory regions underlie the observed variability', using a neural mass model. Finally, we validate the inferences drawn from the model by analyzing pairwise coherence in the source space between concordant cortical generators of neural activity. 7 Next, global coherence in the aforementioned bands were investigated vis-à-vis McGurk 130 susceptibility in individual participants. Spearman rank correlation showed the existence of a 131 significant negative correlation at 95% significance between alpha band global coherence and the (Figure 3F ). 136 Evidently, there were also no correlation between global coherence in any other frequency band Global coherence dynamics may reflect the potential operation of a large-scale network that 150 support multisensory speech perception. We hypothesized that the variability in McGurk percept 151 across participants to be grounded in specific interactions between neural assemblies (Figure 4) .
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In order to account for the observed global coherence patterns, we employed a neural mass Only the model configuration (G) exhibits concurrent coherence in the alpha and gamma band in the moderate coupling range. I) Alpha and gamma band coherences co-exist in moderate coupling range when visual node is source and auditory node is the sink J) Only direct A-V coupling generates alpha coherence independently. K) Indirect A-V coupling via multisensory node generates gamma coherence at the limit case scenario of weak direct coupling. Finally, we obtained source level time series for each brain parcel by projecting single trial time 205 series to the source-space by multiplying them with spatial filter of the respective parcel using 206 voxel to parcel mapping provided by AAL atlas (see materials and methods for details).
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Subsequently, the pairwise coherence -a measure of functional connectedness, between the 208 parcels associated with auditory and visual areas were computed. Auditory specific parcel - and inhibitory neurons (Wilson & Cowan, 1972; Deco et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2015) .
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Empirically such interactions result in global coherence dynamics (Kumar et al., 2017) . Our time series (Figure 6) show increased connectivity between the auditory and visual parcels in 310 rare than frequent perceivers. Interestingly, we observed this increase only in the left hemisphere 311 which corroborates the earlier findings accentuating left laterality in multisensory speech 312 perception (Beauchamp, 2010; Nath & Beauchamp, 2012; Keil et al., 2012) .
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The analysis pipeline (Figure 1) , can be generalized easily to other studies of complex 
Materials and Methods
Participants
We initially analyzed if changes in global coherence values at specific frequency bands (alpha:
Incorporating the aforementioned factors, we defined a dynamic mean field comprising three sets 442 of ordinary differential equations for each excitatory and inhibitory HR neurons. The three 443 variables x , y and z account for the membrane potential dynamics, fast and slow gating 444 currents respectively. Thus, the entire network can be represented as a network of coupled non-445 linear differential equations containing - Excitatory Subpopulation We hypothesized that variability in global coherence patterns to emerge from differences in the 486 coupling between the sensory specific and multisensory brain regions operating at fast, slow and 487 intermediate time scales respectively. Therefore, we sought to explore the global coherence 488 while varying the coupling strength among the nodes in our model. 
